10 dozen 375ml 2001
Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey
Premier Cru Sauternes
arrive in mid-October.
Jancis Robinson (18 points) rates the 2001 and 2007 Chateau LafauriePeyraguey Sauternes vintages as their finest between 1996 and 2010.
Robert Parker (96 points) personally rates the 2001 Chateau LafauriePeyraguey Sauternes as their finest vintage between 1996 and 2006 but
does not have personal notes since.
The greatest collection of 100s of the world’s most lauded wine writers
gather only on one international subscriber’s platform - The Tasting Book.
The amalgamation of these combined reviewers scores says that the 2001
Chateau Lafaurie-Peyraguey Sauternes was/is the finest release between
1996 and 2010.
For sauternes, 2001 was a dream vintage. Everything went right. Everyone,
or almost everyone, made terrific wine. …
There will undoubtedly be some great 2003s, but time will tell whether
they will have the balance and elegance of the 2001s.
STEPHEN BROOK Decanter Magazine 2006

+ 1 bonus 375ml bottle for every 12 purchased.

2001 Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes
Wow. This has a seamless texture and wonderful depth of fruit with dried pineapple, pear and hints
of honey. Full body, very sweet and dense. Superb. Sliced white truffles. Fantastic.
96 points, James Suckling
Tasted in July 2021. Darker in colour than 1988 vintage tasted together!
Thrillingly aromatic botrytised flavours, elegance and finesse. Incredibly rich,
dense, and long on the palate. A beautiful example of this vintage’s potential.
It tasted like that in March 2008. Tasted 13.5 years later – no significant
change. Everything is in perfect shape and will surely last for another 15 years
if not longer!
96 points, Izak Litwar, Tastingbook.com
This superb, light to medium gold/green-hued Sauternes is a full-bodied,
opulent, enormously endowed, moderately sweet offering with plenty of
pineapple, peach, caramel, and smoky new oak characteristics.
96 points, Robert Parker, Robert Parker's Wine Advocate
Exotic and ripe with loads of tropical fruit and sweet fruit. Full-bodied, spicy
and very long. Sweet and loaded with botrytis. This is a young Sauternes built
for aging. Best after 2010. 7,500 cases made, 1,725 cases imported.
95 points, Wine Spectator
Pale yellow-gold. Orange peel, quince, honey and sexy oak tones of vanilla
and spice. Chewy and powerful in the mouth, with highly concentrated
flavors of creme caramel, honey and exotic spices. Finishes very long,
honeyed and powerful, not to mention flamboyantly aromatic.
93 points, Stephen Tanzer's International Wine Cellar
With layers of sweet, ripe, tropical pineapple, apricots, orange, peach, vanilla
and honey, this medium/full bodied sweet, Bordeaux wine offers a juicy
mouthful of rich, spicy, honey coated nuts and ripe yellow fruits. This is a
Sauternes I enjoy drinking during its first two decades of life. This is probably
not a wine to hold for longer periods of time.
93 Points, The Wine Cellar Insider
From a great vintage for sweet white bordeaux, this was extremely sweet and
rich. Seemed to have such density that a long life lies ahead.
18 points, Jancis Robinson
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